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VLUV SOVA KAPSUL Balance Capsule, Salmon  
 

The new VLUV KAPSUL combines air-
sprung, dynamic sitting like on a VLUV
BOL seat ball with the compactness of a
stool. Completely different, and yet so
similar. You balance yourself automatically
and intuitively. The deliberate instability
allows plenty of movement and activity,
yet you still feel safe and comfortable.

 CHF 149.90  
      

      

Slimmer silhouette
Slimmer footprint than a sitting ball. Ideal for small tables. 

Stand-up function
Factory-installed floor weight - always swings back. 

Bounce & balance effect
Liberated, dynamic sitting that is active in all directions. 

More legroom
Improved mobility and easier to climb over. 

gripME
The typical VLUV signature handle for easy carrying. 

Anti-slip coating
Silicone coating on the standing surface to prevent slipping.

Features:

minimalist design in capsule shape
Narrower silhouette - takes up less space
Motivates you to sit upright and straight
Constant unconscious movement and balance
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Typical bounce & balance effect like a sitting ball
The world's first air-filled sitting stool
Moves like a sitting ball, but 40% slimmer
Upright, more concentrated sitting position
perfect bounce & balance
more legroom like a sitting ball
including floor weight = stand-up effect
non-slip base with silicone coating
Cover made from robust yet soft polyester furniture fabric
Abrasion resistance: over 90,000 (Martindale)
Fabric weight: approx. 466g/m2
Cover removable and washable at 30 degrees
clever handle for carrying with one hand
Universal size M for 155-195cm body height
Seat height (depending on inflation hardness): 48-52cm
Inner capsule made of phthalate-free, burst-proof PVC
The set is delivered un-inflated and can be easily inflated with the enclosed hand pump.
Packaging: Bag made of untreated cotton with zipper, washable at 30 degrees
Protected German design
Dimensions inflated: approx. 60x43.5cm height x width
Weight: approx. 2.9kg
suitable up to approx. 150kg weight load
Finish: salmon

Product components:

Outer shell
PVC inner capsule
Powder-coated metal base weight (already inserted)
Double-action hand pump
YKK zipper
Detailed assembly instructions
2 closures, 2 pump adapters, 1 tube for deflating
Bag made of untreated cotton with zipper
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